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foreword
Know Your Genre

 by Lidy Wilks

The following classifications are not based on the current book
market standards. They're compiled based on personal research and
my opinion as a reader.  The following subgenres were allocated from
information found on  blog sites, the Hugo Awards and Romance
Writers of America Awards, etc. As well as my own reading history.



Fantasy
Definition- a genre of fiction with no basis of reality

Criteria- is often based on and or around Medieval Europe, myths,
legends and folklore. Is often set in imaginary worlds where magic
and magical creatures are common place

CONTEMPORARY FANTASY HIGH/EPIC FANTASY SWORD AND SORCERY



Science fiction
Definition- a genre of fiction dealing with the futuristic,
imagined possibilities of established science & technology
Criteria- is often set in the near or far off future  and deals with
space/time/planetary travel, aliens and robots, parallel universes, etc

TIME TRAVEL SPACE OPERA CYBERPUNK



mystery
Definition- a genre of fiction focused on the investigation of a crime 

Criteria- involves the tracking down of clues by a professional or
amateur, using logic and reason to solve the puzzle. It often has
elements of suspense & thriller, where the MC is in danger

CRIME (POLICE PROCEDURAL) DETECTIVE LEGAL



thriller
Definition- a genre of fiction that uses mainly uses suspense, tension
and excitment
Criteria- it involves a chase or a race against time, is fast paced,
uses red herrings, plot twists & cliff hangers

LEGAL ESPIONAGE RELIGIOUS



Horror
Definition- a genre of fiction with the purpose to instill fright or
induce horror in its readers

Criteria- it often provokes a reader emotionally and psychologically
with the fear of the unknown

SUPERNATURAL PARANORMAL GOTHIC



Historical
Definition- a genre of fiction where the narrative takes place in the
past
Criteria- often written from research prior the 21st century, is about
a time period 25 years before it was written and or 50 years after
the events described

HISTORICAL MYSTERY HISTORICAL ROMANCE ALTERNATE HISTORY



Romance
Definition- a genre of fiction about the relationships and love
between two people 
Criteria- mainly focuses on the development of romantic love and
the building of a relationship. It must have an optimistic and
satisfying ending for couple(s) involved
CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE HISTORICAL ROMANCE EROTICA



nonfiction
Definition- writing based on real life facts and information 

Criteria- can sometimes use many literary and creative devices,
contains balanced and direct writing, with a theme of providing
information

MEMOIR SELF HELP RELIGIOUS



bonus-literary 
fiction

Definition- writing that comments on social, economic and
political issues 
Criteria- not considered a genre as its narrative focuses on theme &
characterization, is multilayered, is serious in tone and slow in pace

CLASSICS REALISM POSTMODERN



afterword

I apologize for the exclusion of action, adventure and the Western. As
well as the Middle Grade, Young adult and the New Adult. It is of my
own personal belief that action and adventure are already blended
into the other genres, so they did not need any mention. And as I’m
not a Western fan, it slipped my mind when I first compiled this. So
feel free to define and inform the attributes of the Western. Again
sorry.

Middle Grade, Young Adult and New Adult were also excluded from
the list. They did not need mention as well, as they all if not most,
fall under the umbrella of the genres mentioned. And they’re books
segmented due to the age of their target audience.



*Credit for the genre images of Fantasy, Science Fiction, Mystery,
Thriller, Horror, Historical and Romance goes to GraphicStock

*Credit for the genre image Nonfiction goes to
http://iheartallstories.weebly.com

*Credit for the bookcover images goes to www.bn.com

*Credit for the bookcover image of The Education of A Lifetime by
Robert Khayat goes to www.amazon.com

*All books are available for purchase at Barnes & Noble


